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Patrick Heide Contemporary Art is delighted to present mimēma, a group exhibition that brings together 
three artists that explore new concepts of serial art in varying form, rigour and consequence. 
mimēma derives form the Greek term mimeisthai : 'to imitate', and was seen as an understanding of the 
self as well as nature, the world and its moral and philosophical values through its “imitation” in art. 
 
Michelle Charles, David Connearn and Sam Messenger all commit to rules, principles or motifs before 
starting an artwork, which they stick to throughout the execution. Yet the works are not strictly systematic 
or pre-conditioned, the creation process brings along decisions, errors, chance and irregularities, caused 
by the process, the artist’s hand or a shift in perception. The final result always bears marks of these 
coincidental changes and conscious adaptations. 
	  
Looking at Sam Messenger's work is almost as physically demanding as it is to produce it. The British 
artist’s works are mainly pen and ink on paper, exploring combinations of norm, observation and 
repetition, particularly in the earlier works, two of which will be on display. The more recent ‘Veil’ series are 
still rule-based but more organic in composition and making, they feel strangely primordial and poetically 
charged; the works on display fittingly bear the titles of ancient Greek sea-and water gods. 
 
Michelle Charles series are, though figurative, in many ways the most conceptual. Motifs such as knitting, 
crystal balls or glasses are drawn and painted over and over again in many series and media. Dissections 
of the traditional still life, endlessly repeated but never the same. Aphorisms and allegories spring to mind: 
Heraklit’s ‘Panta Rhei’ (everything flows), also the volatility of memory, even vanitas. Though repetitive, the 
works investigate a returning to the source and invasion of new territories at the same time. 
 
David Connearn’s has been drawing parallel lines for more than 25 years. The first line of a drawing is 
drawn as straight as possible, the next line follows the line before. The rule is simple, the connotations 
though are complex. Visually they could be geological strata, fabric, darkness, anything. Mood, 
temperature, pen, paper, concentration, age influence every line so that every line is different from the one 
before, everything flows, as with Charles. As with Messenger, chance and modulation wind its way into the 
creation of each work, into its destiny, its existence. 
 
Charles, Connearn and Messenger have all shown internationally, with works in prominent private and 
public collections such as the Rhode Island School of Design and Williams College Museum of Art 
(Messenger), British Museum and Brooklyn Museum (Charles), Victoria and Albert Museum and Arts 
Council of England (Connearn). All three artists live and work in London. 
 
All series shown in mimēma are a state of mind rather than a representation. All works imbue spiritual 
calm and equilibrium, they are metaphors of the immaterial values of art, mirrored in the real world. They 
imply a philosophical approach to art, which reflects nature as well as life. As Lisa Graziose Corrin puts it 
writing about Sam Messenger’s ‘Veils’: “Each mark is a memory, each drawing is a meditation”. 


